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Why is a Power BI

Healthcheck useful?

Power BI is a scalable, self-service business intelligence tool designed to help 
organisations' get real insight into their business data, where users can quickly 
create reports and dashboards to empower collaboration and decision making on 
a daily basis. 

But what happens when Power BI is out of control? Or it is not performing how 
your users expect it to? This can be a real challenge when the platform becomes 
more of a hinderance than help on a daily basis.

Coeo's Power BI Healthcheck is here to provide the guidance you need to change 
how Power BI works for your organisation. 

Primary challenges Ideal solution Desired outcomes

Deployment sprawl across business

Duplication between reports and 

data sets

Low trust in the platform

Significant performance issues 

Lack of in-house skills or time

Secure Power BI tenant with clear 

access controls and data lineage

High performing platform with 

optimised data  modelling

Scalable solution to empower users 

to make better business decisions

Valued business intelligence tool 

Improved data trust and data culture 

Reduced time managing performance 

issues

Improved TCO



Taking back control of Power BI

Assess and review the performance and security of your Power BI environment to 

improve scalability, governance and trust in your business intelligence platform 

with Coeo's Power BI Healthcheck.

Benchmark your Power BI environment against best-practice 

performance, security, access and data integration industry standards.

Architecture Review

Review licensing strategy, total cost of ownership and 

opportunities to consolidate business intelligence tools.

Cost Optimisation 

Kickstart your Power BI Center of Excellence focused on 

Power BI governance, operational excellence and improved 

data culture.

Operational Excellence



Coeo, Microsoft, and the 
Power BI Healthcheck

Working together to share 

knowledge, experience, and best 

practice remediation advice to 

make Power BI work harder for 

your business. 

Make a plan with expert 

consultants 

Coeo are an advanced specialist Microsoft Data & AI partner, 

providing consultancy and 24/7 dedicated support. 

Coeo can support your organisation to evaluate the current 

state or your Power BI environment with expert advice and 

guidance aligned to the Well-Architected Framework approach 

for technology optimisation, management and governance. 

Prioritised recommendations to 

improve cost, security, 

performance and operational 

excellence including remediation 

advice and next steps. 

Detailed report and 

recommendations 

Discovery assessment, covering 

current deployed architecture, 

security controls, user role and 

access, dataset usage and 

license spend.

Assess your

Power BI environment 



Customer success:

Underwriting company reduces 

compliance risk 

A global underwriting company, dedicated to well-structured reinsurance risk management 

solutions partnered with Coeo to understand how their Power BI environment was exposing 

data vulnerabilities across their organisation.

A company which prides itself on expert knowledge and efficiency found the internal sprawl 

of datasets and Power BI reports were affecting platform performance and user experience.

An extensive number of 

datasets in the semantic 

layer led to report sprawl in 

the 1000s; evaluating 

inefficiencies provided a 

clear understanding of the 

challenge at hand.

Evaluating current 

state

A high, medium and low rag-

status report of security and 

governance risks provided 

clear focus to improve the 

management of Power BI 

across the organisation.

Prioritising security 

and governance

Working collaboratively to 

understand the internal 

capability and document 

remediation action provided a 

clear roadmap to an 

improved and well managed 

Power BI environment.

Roadmap to 

remediation



Call for more information: 020 3051 3595

Ask a question via email: info@coeo.com

Learn more

Make the most of Power BI 

with Coeo

mailto:info@coeo.com
https://www.coeo.com
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